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Veterans Money and Taxes Small Business Travel and Immigration Voting and Elections All topics and services Top Taxes are confusing, and business taxes are even more confusing. Take a deep breath and use this information to collect and work on the company tax forms you need to prepare business taxes for this tax season. Since most companies are small businesses with a single owner, we will
focus on tax forms for sole proprietorships. A small single-person company (a one-man company) is a so-called pass-through activity because corporate income taxes pass through and are included in the personal tax payable by the owner. Business tax is calculated on a schedule (schedule C or schedule C-EZ), based on the company's net income (see revenue minus costs). Another business owner is
one member (owner) of a limited liability company (SMLLC). The tax forms for this type of activity are the same as for a sole proprietorship. Here are the company tax forms you need for a single-person company or single-person LLC: Schedule C is a form that records your income and business expenses to get the amount of net income. This schedule contains information about the cost of the goods sold,
if your company has an inventory of products, about the cost of operating the vehicle and calculating the deduction for the use of the company's home. If you have a very small company (single-person or SMLLC), you can use the C-EZ schedule. This is a simple one-page form that use instead of schedule C if your business meets certain requirements: Your business expenses must be $5,000 or less per
yearYou may not have a net loss for the yearNo depreciation of any assets (e.g. must use the cash accounting methodYou do not take away expenses for the home officeNo inventory or employees. All business owners who are not employees must pay self-employment taxes (USC and Medicare taxes) based on the company's net income (schedule C or Schedule C-EZ). (If your business has no income or
loss for the tax year, you don't have to pay taxes on self-employment this year.) The form you need is Schedule SE, which uses the company's net income and a self-employment tax rate of 15.3 percent of the company's net income. The calculation of the tax on self-employment includes the deduction for half of the amount of tax, from the personal tax return of the business owner; this deduction results in a
lower adjusted gross income for the owner. See how this works in this article, which provides details on how to calculate self-employment tax and how to include self-employment tax in your personal tax return. Taxes on self-employment are included in the tax return. Small businesses do not pay income taxes and self-employment all year round because they are not employees - no taxes are deducted
from the money they receive from the company. You can't wait until the tax time pays those taxes unless you have an additional withholding tax to reduce the tax. If you have a large amount to pay on April 15, you will have to pay a penalty for underpayment of taxes. In this case, you must submit estimated tax forms every quarter (April 15, June 15, September 15, and January 15 of the following year). How
do you know how much estimated tax to pay? It will be necessary to perform the calculation of the estimated tax, which includes: The total income from all sourcespots and credits, including standard deductionsI any tax payments that have already been made, through a withholding advance or otherwise. Still unpaid tax is the amount you must pay using the estimated sales tax payment forms. If you have a
simple business and file using a C-EZ schedule, you may be able to fill out this form on your own. If your business is more complicated, with deduction depreciation in your home office or inventory, you may need help with schedule C. You can perform an SE schedule yourself if you can use a short form, but the version of the long form is more complicated. If you want to tax your business taxes yourself, you
can obtain most tax forms, including the above business tax forms, directly from the IRS. You can also use the tax preparation software (business version) to perform business and personal taxes. If your company is an LLC with more than one member or company, you will file your business taxes as a partnership on Form 1065 and then create a K-1 Schedule for each partner, showing their share of your
business income for the year included in their personal tax return. If your business is an S-corporation, you must file an S tax return on Form 1120 S and submit a K-1 K-1 schedule each owner, included in their personal tax return. In these situations, you and other owners will have to calculate and pay taxes on self-employment and you may have to pay estimated taxes. If your business is a corporation, you
pay tax on dividends you receive. The Glossary of Economics defines sales tax as a tax levied on the sale of a good or service, which is usually proportional to the price of the good or service sold. Sales taxes are available in two varieties. The first is consumption tax or retail sales tax, which is a simple percentage tax on the sale of goods. These are traditional types of sales tax. The second type of tax is
value added tax. In value added tax (VAT), the net tax amount is the difference between input costs and the sales price. If a retailer pays $30 for good from a wholesaler and charges the customer $40, then the net tax is placed only on the $10 difference. SOP's are used in Canada (GST), Australia (GST) and all Member States of the European Union (EU VAT). The biggest advantage of sales taxes is how
economically efficient they are in collecting one dollar of revenue for the government – that is, they have the least negative impact on the economy per dollar collected. In an article on taxation in Canada, a 2002 Fraser Institute study cited the marginal efficiency costs of various taxes in Canada. It turned out that for the dollar collected, corporation tax did $1.55 damage to the economy. Income tax was
slightly more effective at making just $0.56 worth of damage per dollar collected. Sales taxes, however, came out on top with only $0.17 economic damage per dollar collected. The biggest drawback of sales taxes, in the eyes of many, is that they are a regressive tax - an income tax in which part of the tax paid in relation to income decreases as income increases. The problem of regressivity can be
overcome, if necessary, by applying rebate cheques and tax exemptions for needs. The Canadian GST uses both of these mechanisms to reduce the regressive tax. Because of the advantages of using sales taxes, it is not surprising that some believe that the United States should base its entire tax system on sales taxes rather than income taxes. FairTax, if implemented, would replace most U.S. taxes
with a national sales tax at a 23-percent inclusive tax (equivalent to a 30-percent exclusive tax) rate. Families would also be issued prebate checks to eliminate the inherent regressiveness of the sales tax system. Listen, you thought when you clicked on this article that you'd be getting a look at the exciting world of property taxes. But you're on the real because before you lift the veil on those, you have a
crash rate on your mortgage. You are welcome! When you owe more for a house that's worth it, you get what's called an upside down mortgage. Your credit balance, in other words, is more than the price of your home. While while people defaulted on credit and the house goes to foreclosure, sometimes there is another option: short sale. A short sale involves asking the mortgage lender to basically write
off the outstanding debt and simply take the market value of the house on sale. And despite its name, it's nothing but quick – it takes a lot of negotiation and wrangling between buyer, seller and lender. Advertising Here's not-so-hot news for those who sell a house in a short sale: Overall, the Internal Revenue Service considers it a loan forgiveness or cancellation to tax income [source: Koontz &amp;
Associates]. This means that if you borrowed $350,000 for a house and then sold it for $200,000, you still have to pay taxes of $150,000 as if it were income. After the financial crisis of 2007, there was more and more need to recognize that many homeowners needed some help when it came to their underwater mortgage. The Mortgage Debt Relief Act excluded debt relief as taxable income. It was a huge
boon for those who sold their house through short selling; up to $2 million in debt relief may be excluded from income. The law was passed in 2007 and renewed until 2013. If you have a calendar in front of you, you may see a problem: 2013 is long gone. Congress has not, since October 2014, renewed the Mortgage Debt Relief Act for 2014, which put many homeowners with underwater mortgages in a
precarious position, either shoulder to shoulder with the debt of a staggering mortgage, or adopting a hefty short-selling tax. In 2014, short selling, previously about 10 or 12 percent of all transactions in the real estate market. All hope is not lost. It is possible that Congress could retroactively pass an updated extension of the Mortgage Debt Relief Act for 2014. But if not? Expect a short sale to result in a
significant tax bill. Bill.
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